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ABSTRACT
xanthusBase (http://www.xanthusbase.org) is the
official model organism database (MOD) for the
social bacterium Myxococcus xanthus. In many
respects, M.xanthus represents the pioneer model
organism (MO) for studying the genetic, biochemical, and mechanistic basis of prokaryotic multicellularity, a topic that has garnered considerable
attention due to the significance of biofilms in
both basic and applied microbiology research.
To facilitate its utility, the design of xanthusBase
incorporates open-source software, leveraging the
cumulative experience made available through
the Generic Model Organism Database (GMOD)
project, MediaWiki (http://www.mediawiki.org), and
dictyBase (http://www.dictybase.org), to create a
MOD that is both highly useful and easily navigable.
In addition, we have incorporated a unique
Wikipedia-style curation model which exploits the
internet’s inherent interactivity, thus enabling
M.xanthus and other myxobacterial researchers to
contribute directly toward the ongoing genome
annotation.
INTRODUCTION
In the era of post-genomics, model organism databases
(MODs) have become an integral component of research
for the molecular life sciences. MODs now serve several
important functions: as a medium for learning (1), for coordinating resource sharing (2) and, perhaps most importantly, for
knowledge discovery (3). While the number of MODs is
increasing, their default design and implementation have stabilized, evolving into an internet-based annotation centered
on a core genome sequence. Additional genomic information,
such as microarray data and strain collection libraries, are all
integrated to work in concert with the genome core. Within
this context, MODs can function as an ordered repository,

an interactive forum, and a catalyst for data integration.
Because a genome’s annotation is never truly ‘finished’,
a MOD represents a continually evolving annotation
document.
The xanthusBase core is the 9.14 Mb Myxococcus xanthus
genome sequence, recently released by the Monsanto Company and The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR). This
genome sequence, and its annotation, represents a wealth of
information for both basic and applied research. For example,
the myxobacteria in general, and M.xanthus in particular,
have a rich secondary metabolism (4) that has already been
exploited to develop therapeutic agents, such Myxovirescen
A, an antibacterial compound (5), and Prolyl Endopetidase,
an oral treatment for Celiac Sprue (6). M.xanthus has a large
number of polyketide synthases, on the order of Streptomyces
ceolicolor. Future research will be greatly enhanced by
genome-scale analysis of the M.xanthus polyketide synthase
clusters, as well as the other genes involved in the production
of secondary metabolites.
In addition to its potential utility as a source of pharmaceutical agents, the primary focus of M.xanthus research is as
a topic of basic scientific interest to discover the behavioral
genomics of emergent behavior and the evolutionary underpinnings of multicellularity (7). Although each M.xanthus
cell is autonomous with respect to both metabolism and
reproduction, it exists within a homogeneous predatory
biofilm called a swarm, which moves and feeds as a single
entity. In response to starvation-stress, the millions of cells
that comprise a swarm display an ordered series of emergent
behaviors called development, during which they execute a
complex behavioral genetic program to self-organize into
fruiting bodies (8,9). A fruiting body is a macroscopic
(0.1 mm) roughly spherical structure of 1 · 105 cells
that is composed of a sticky peptidoglycan layer surrounding
a core bolus of metabolically quiescent and environmentally
resistant spores. The completed fruiting body is raised upon a
stalk, and it is sticky. The cooperative feeding behavior of
M.xanthus betrays the purpose of fruiting prior to sporulation;
if a moving object, such as a leg of an insect, comes in
contact with a fruiting body, all of the component spores
will stick to the leg and be translocated as a unit. This way,
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if carried to a new food source, the thousands of spores can
emerge as an ‘instant’ swarm, rather than having to
re-establish a swarm from a single spore (10,11).
The published annotation of the M.xanthus genome (12) is
a single circular chromosome with 9 139 763 bases of GC
rich DNA (69%) predicted to encode 7331 coding sequences
(CDS)—a number that rivals lower eukaryotes such as
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. As the first myxobacteria to be
completely sequenced, this predicted annotation supports
the hypothesis that the complex behavior of M.xanthus is
controlled through multiple signaling cascades evolved by
gene duplication and diversification. To understand the
complex genetics through which M.xanthus interacts with
its environment and controls spatial patterning, the genome
must be recapitulated as a series of interconnected functional
networks. There is an obvious need for an open and interactive MOD—a need that xanthusBase strives to fulfill. A MOD
for M.xanthus was first conceived at the 32rd International
Conference on the Biology of the Myxobacteria where it
was officially endorsed by the community. With this enthusiastic user base it was felt that a MOD based on community
annotations was worth attempting.

A MOD FOR M.xanthus
Annotations for each predicted CDS in the M.xanthus
genome are accessible through a gene page as shown in
Figure 1. The majority of this content is editable by clicking
on the ‘Edit Gene Data’ link located at the top of each CDS
page. Any field that has received user revisions to its content
will display a pull down link showing the revision history of
that field (see Discussion below). Each gene page provides
basic information for a predicted CDS beginning with a
GBrowse (13) implemented graphical representation of the
CDS on the chromosome. This visualization presents the
orientation of the CDS, the chromosomal coordinates, and
the relative positions of nearby CDSs. Located immediately
below this graphic is a General Information section which
provides a basic description of the CDS, as originally
annotated by TIGR. This section includes the gene name,
the gene product, a short description of the CDS, the
sequence length of the CDS, the exact coordinates of the
CDS on the chromosome, the orientation of the CDS, and a
list of synonyms that describe other nomenclatures associated
with the CDS. In addition, this section also contains a free
text notes field for users to supply additional general information about each CDS. The Protein Information section
contains the length of the translated protein, the molecular
weight of this protein, and a link which displays the amino
acid composition.
Further annotations of the CDS are located in the Secondary Annotation section beginning with links to existing
pages. Additional secondary annotations in the form of
Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers, Cellular Role Categories
as designated by TIGR, Gene Ontology (14), Pfam (15), COG
(16) and KEGG (17) are also presented in this section.
Clicking on each annotation’s respective links will display
the specific annotation as maintained by each annotation’s
online database. This section also contains a list of any
relevant publications associated with the CDS.
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A summary of the genomic and annotation data in xanthusBase is presented in Table 1. The Sequence Retrieval and
Analysis section provides the user with the ability to perform
various alignments of the CDS using different programs of
BLAST (18) against a local database containing all of the
predicted CDSs in M.xanthus. In addition, the ability to
perform an alignment of the CDS using BLASTP against the
National Center for Biotechnology Information’s (NCBI)
non-redundant database (19) is also provided. The DNA Coding Sequence and Protein Coding Sequence sections display
the nucleotide and protein sequences of the CDS in FASTA
format, respectively. Finally, the Highlighted Sequence section contains the nucleotide sequence of the CDS highlighted
in yellow, with both adjacent 1000 bp upstream and downstream regions.
MYXOPEDIA: A WIKI FOR M.xanthus
MyxoPedia is an implementation of the MediaWiki software
(http://www.mediawiki.org) implemented on xanthusBase.
The MyxoPedia pages provide a free text forum for discussion about a wide variety of topics on M.xanthus and allows
for the incorporation of images, time-lapse microscopy
videos, and protocols into the database. Gene related data is
generally not stored in MyxoPedia, but is rather stored in the
main database where wiki-editing principles have been
superimposed onto the database to allow the editing of its
standardized fields. A discussion of the application of these
‘wiki-editing’ methods to the main genomic content of the
database follows.
XANTHUSBASE: A WIKIPEDIA-STYLE
MODEL FOR MODS
The most prevalent curation method for a MOD is the
museum model (20), which is performed at one or more
central locations by professional curators who annotate an
MO genome through the interpretation of primary scientific
literature. To benefit more directly from the expertise of the
scientific community, distributed annotation systems have
been described that allow for the periodic exchange of data
maintained by individual labs (21), or that allow community
members to make online modifications that are used as
suggestions for a central curator (22). The Wikipedia
(http://www.wikipedia.com) model is the single most successful community-driven internet database format. Unlike
many other models, Wikipedia has a proven track record,
and a body of literature analyzing the reasons for its success
and the impressive accuracy of its annotations (23). Recent
analysis of Wikipedia has revealed that the motivating
force behind user participation is very similar to the motivation described by academic scientists, an amorphous and
non-quantifiable merit system termed ‘credibility’ (24). We
believe that this strong similarity indicates that MODs can
be adapted to the Wikipedia model. The potential benefits
of such a system—an open and interactive annotation that
is driven and curated by the same scientific experts that
generate data—are immeasurable.
Frustrating any attempt at a ‘finished’ annotation is the fact
that, for the molecular life sciences, all data remains open to
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Figure 1. A representative xanthusBase gene page. Some sections have been condensed for display purposes.

reanalysis and reinterpretation. In this way, the museum
MOD curation schema does not fully leverage the interactive
potential of the internet, because a virtual firewall exists
between a MOD and the community of scientific experts
who generate the data. xanthusBase is a new model for

MODs in which Wikipedia-editing principles are superimposed onto standardized genome database fields.
Two essential paradigms of this approach are distributed
curation and the maintenance of annotation history. The distributed curation paradigm assigns annotation responsibility
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Table 1. Genomic data and annotations found in xanthusBase as of
August 2006

Table 2. Summary table of all editable and non-editable gene page
components in xanthusbase.org

Predicted coding sequences (CDSs)
Predicted ribosomal RNA genes
Predicted transfer RNA genes
Gene products
GenBank records
PubMed references
GO annotations
Pfam annotations
COG annotations
KEGG pathways
CDSs with enzyme commission numbers
Colleagues

Non-editable core components

Editable Wiki components

Sequence length
Coordinates
Synonyms
Protein length
Molecular weight
DNA coding sequence
Protein sequence
Highlighted sequence

Gene Name
Gene Product
Gene Description
MyxoPedia Pages
Relevant Publications
Enzyme Commission Number*
TIGR Role Categories*
COG*
KEGG*
GO*
Pfam*

7331
12
67
982
286
874
2940
3818
4318
586 CDSs in 114 pathways
744
40 laboratories

to a voluntary community of experts, rather than a group of
professional annotators. Each member of the community is
given the right to edit database entries, with editorial access
controlled through individual login accounts. Data considered
to be core genome components, which include DNA and
protein sequences, CDS predictions, and GenBank assigned
ID numbers, will not be modifiable. All other components,
however, are editable by community members as outlined
in Table 2. Changes to editable fields are accomplished in
a manner similar to the process employed by Wikipedia. In
xanthusBase, common tasks, including minor corrections
and additions, are designed to be easy for any user to perform. All modifications are updated and displayed instantaneously to the public. Since curation, in this model, is
provided by members of the community with expert knowledge in specific areas, their contributions, in some cases,
will be more accurate than the annotations that a group of
professional annotators could provide. With respect to the
metric of credibility (24), the content of xanthusBase will
be viewed as a manuscript in progress, and active curators
will be viewed as contributing authors.
The maintenance of an annotation history is a second
key feature of the xanthusBase model. All modifications are
permanently recorded, with changes to each field tracked via
both the user login and time-stamp. This feature is essential to
the distributed nature of this model because it provides an
assurance that each community member’s contributions are
always credited and accessible. In addition, the maintenance
of an annotation history is an important safeguard against
unforeseen events, such as accidental deletions or unintentional modifications; the database can revert to a previous
annotation state at any given time. The implementation of
an annotation history for each entry changes the database
from a collection of static, single-value fields into a dynamic
and evolving knowledge-base. Importantly, the annotation
history of each entry can be displayed, providing insight
into the ‘evolution’ of an annotation as scientific research
progresses.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The xanthusBase model is a viable alternative curation
schema that, in combination with open-source database
software, will enable smaller research communities, like the
one for M.xanthus, to support a MOD. This would provide

Non-editable components indicate those annotations that users are not
permitted to modify. Editable components indicate those annotations that
users are allowed to modify by deleting, adding, or editing. An asterisk (*)
indicates editable components where the original annotations can not be
deleted or edited, but new annotations can be added.

the community with a central resource for learning and contributing information about the MO, so that the knowledge
base would evolve as the community grows. Information
can be extracted from such MODs and used to contribute to
comprehensive resources, such as GenBank, in the same way
many of the large MODs contribute their information.
Genome annotation represents an iterative continuum, and
any concept of a ‘finished’ annotation is a long way off.
IMPLEMENTING NEW MOD FEATURES
New features will be developed for xanthusBase as needed.
For example, there will be instances when community
members are in long-term disagreement as to the correct
annotation for certain CDSs. A feature is being added to
xanthusBase that will enable users to create a branched annotation, so that all community members can contribute while
the disagreement is being resolved. Each branch will evolve
individually via the xanthusBase model.
DEVELOPING A SOURCEFORGE CODE BASE
Through a collaborative effort with dictyBase (2), we will
be establishing an open source resource on sourceForge
(http://sourceforge.net) with the entire code base behind both
xanthusBase and dictyBase. Where xanthusBase and dictyBase have chosen disparate implementations, both in terms
of suitability towards an organism type (i.e. prokaryote versus
eukaryote) and MOD schema (i.e. museum versus xanthusBase curation), there will be alternative modules available
for an administrator to choose from when deploying a new
MOD. This tool kit will allow smaller communities to more
easily implement a MOD for their MO.
UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION SUPPORT
SCHEMA
An education support model is currently in development
to allow undergraduate students to contribute to the
xanthusBase annotation as part of a classroom curriculum.
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Annotations performed by students will be maintained in the
MOD, separate from community member annotations. This
will allow students to freely make their contributions without
risking the integrity of the xanthusBase. Community members
will have access to view student annotations and, when
appropriate, apply them to xanthusBase.
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